Integrating Affective Responses and Gamification into Early Reading Acquisition Software Applications

Abstract

Sisu is a gamified learning application designed to assist school-aged children who are struggling to read. Sisu utilizes readily-available technology to promote learning at home, with unique elements tied to the learning experience: (1) a spelling game with (2) an empathic agent, and (3) a mini-game. The empathic agent utilizes a facial action coding system (FACS) to recognize core expressions of the child user and respond to the child’s affect in-game. We anticipate that Sisu’s accessible and affective nature will not only support children’s emotional needs, but the addition of gamified elements will motivate them to practice reading and assist them in their learning objectives.
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Background
Learning disabilities inhibit the educational process for 3.2% of children in Canada [8]; many of these disabilities directly impact children’s ability to read and write. Early reading interventions typically occur during school age [9], but only after children do not respond successfully to standard classroom reading interventions and before they are clinically diagnosed with a specific learning disability [20]. Several disabilities negatively affect reading and spelling, but dyslexia, a neurobiological disorder, is one of the more common diagnoses [9]. Children with dyslexia commonly lack phonological awareness, which is trouble identifying certain letter-sound associations in the context of spelling and reading [16,57]. Without proper instruction many children with reading difficulties, like dyslexia, experience symptoms of stress and depression, which affects their peer relationships during school and limits future career options as an adult [9,54]. Early reading acquisition has multiple approaches from sight reading a whole word to unpacking the word into its smallest units (i.e., phonological) [3]. While both sight-word and phonological approaches demonstrate learning gains in research studies for some readers [15,49], the phonological approach is the new standard as it provides early readers with long-term strategies for pronouncing new words, and addresses the core deficit in children with dyslexia [3,21,22]. Thus, reading instruction tools that begin at the phonemic level improve the ability to acquire sufficient reading skills throughout school [10]. However, recent findings suggest that reading difficulties may also be caused by visual stress and visual attention [5,6,30,38]. Visual stress is understood to be a visual processing disorder in the brain triggered by specific types of lighting, word crowding, and colour [52], while issues with visual attention span is understood to be an impairment to how visual information is processed, which limits the number of letters in a string that can be simultaneously held in memory [38]. The most common approach to address the variety of issues that impede reading progress in early readers is the Orton Gillingham (OG) method. OG uses multi-sensory techniques that engage different areas of the brain in learning letter-sound correspondences [12,16]; combining touch (e.g., tracing letters), sound (e.g., hearing individual phonemes), and associative visuals (e.g., pictures of objects/verbs) that provide both pronunciation strategies as well as associated meaning. Research results from studies using the OG method are inconsistent [49], potentially because of the variety of confounding variables; for instance, children may spend varying amounts of time practicing spelling or have different socio-emotional experiences with different teachers and tutors. The current design concept leverages the success of other software and tangible solutions that take phonological and visual deficits into account [24,25], and investigates the challenges of home-based early education software: motivating children to practice reading and proactively addressing the child’s emotional experiences during the learning process.

Motivation and Engagement in E-Learning
Children who practice spelling for 20-minutes a day are more likely to demonstrate learning gains over the course of a few weeks [16]. Unfortunately some children who find reading effortful are not motivated to independently work on their reading skills [16], and may need tutors and teachers capable of engaging them in the learning process. One-on-one teaching, while extremely important, is not a practical solution for daily practice given teachers’ workloads, parents’ ability to pay for private tutors, or the family’s location (e.g.,
Moreover, software applications designed for children may require embedded incentives, such as video games, to motivate children to learn on their own at home. Children often want to play video games either for fun or to regulate emotions [44], and sometimes parents elect to use “screen time” as a bargaining tool [32]. However, not all children will be motivated by the same game and may be motivated by different interactive and design elements that can support motivation and promote learning [34]. One approach to motivate children to learn can occur using gamification strategies and unique elements that promote engagement in the learning activity [39].

Gamers typically fall under one of the four gamer archetypes: Achievers, Explorers, Socializers, and Killers [2]. Gamification strategies for the Achiever archetype comprise personal achievement measures, collections, badges, level indicators, and points [60]; Explorers are motivated by curiosity and extended worlds; Socializers enjoy communication channels, hints, easy-to-reach achievements, and amusing responses to their actions, and Killers tend to enjoy extensive leveling system, difficult achievements, and large puzzles that take a long time to complete [2].

While these archetypes were not designed for young children and it’s unclear whether or not children will fall into the same persona categories as adults. Furthermore, Dichev and Dicheva’s 2017 study indicates there is little empirical evidence published correlating specific gamified techniques with learning outcomes for elementary-aged children [19] and the gamification strategies used for this age group most often emphasized the Socializer archetype, which is often reliant on the presence of a teacher to organize and direct the learning activity [7,50,56]. Additionally, while gamified elements within learning applications is a growing trend, e-learning applications for children that integrate gamification strategies (e.g., points) within the learning application that directly translate into rewards within a video game has not been found. The integration of games and gamification may inspire children to return to the learning application and extend the duration of time spent practicing to spell and read outside of the classroom.

**Emotion-Based Learning with Empathic Agents**

Developing a positive relationship between children and digital agents is possible, as humans respond to computers (media) using the same social protocols enacted with other human beings [47]. Until recently the burden of interpretation was placed on the human: machines had capabilities for expression (e.g., Microsoft’s Clippy), and humans were responsible for decoding what the machine needed them to do; human emotional expressions were excluded from the communication context. New efforts are paving the way for a more symbiotic relationship between humans and computers using emotion detection, which uses a camera to detect changes in facial muscle movement. Ekman’s Facial Action Coding System (FACS) recognizes six universal facial expressions: happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and disgust by identifying a muscle contraction (or release) and assigning it a numeric Action Unit (AU) [23]. Combinations of Action Units create a facial expression, which can be interpreted into an emotion. For example, when a person has a genuine smile, the corners of the mouth turns upward, and the cheek muscles raise creating wrinkles around the eyes, which FACS codes as AU6+12. Programs such as Affectiva\(^1\) Affdex facial
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\(^1\) https://www.affectiva.com/
expression recognition software uses an ordinary digital camera, such as those embedded in laptops, to detect facial muscle movements, which are converted into Action Unit(s) from Ekman’s FACS and refer to a specific emotional state. When combined with nonverbal and verbal programmed responses to the learner’s emotional state, may result in a robust and useful tool in effortful learning scenarios, as the system can dynamically respond to the child’s emotional state by addressing the emotion itself, or altering the content by decreasing or increasing its challenge level. The potential downside of facial emotion recognition engines is that, while they have been increasing in accuracy over the years (currently reporting 90% accuracy in lab settings), emotion detection “in the wild” remains problematic [18,35]. However, computers may not be required to demonstrate 100% accuracy in their identification of emotional response as humans experience difficulty in accurately identifying emotions themselves [58]. Further, the literature on effective teaching methods suggest limiting the range of emotional responses, which if adapted by the system reduces the possibility for the digital agent to make a grievous error [45]. Emotion recognition and expression play an important role in contextualizing the opaque nature of human communication [45]; in e-learning software this contextualization may smooth human-computer interactions. In typical learning environments, emotionally intelligent human teachers learn to recognize children’s facial expressions and use environmental cues to interpret their emotional state (e.g., boredom, frustration, etc.) [33] and limit their own range of expressed emotions during feedback steps to preserve each child’s individual identity as an intelligent person, which orients the child towards mastering the learning task [27,28,36]. Empathic digital agents can mimic human teacher’s behaviors and preserve students’ self-image as competent and capable learners by using contextualized cues during the learning process as well as removing any displays of detectable negative emotions, like disgust or anger [45]. Digital agents that work to keep children’s identity intact and maintain a positive mood during learning may facilitate creative ways of solving learning-based problems and provide positive self-talk [4,51].

Related Work

Gamification: No known research studies combine the effects of gamification principles and empathic agents in learning applications. While gamification design principles have received some attention, there is very little guidance on reconciling design principles to the desired learning outcomes, and very little research exists in the realm of elementary-aged children’s learning applications in early reading acquisition.

Empathic agents: There is no known comprehensive literature review to base the design of empathic agents, but studies are beginning to demonstrate the potential use for the inclusion of empathic agents and social robots for use with children. Empathic agents are based on the evidence that computers are social actors [47] as well as the growing knowledge about the role of emotions during the learning process [28]. However, studies that implemented empathic agents and social robots often do not demonstrate significant differences between groups [11,37,46]; and only one research team who collected biometric readings demonstrated a significant reduction in stress in the empathic condition.

2 http://discuss.affectiva.com/t/determining-accuracy/48
The case for inclusion of emotion recognition is based on recent work that correlated learning gains with the expressiveness of a social robot [59] as well as increased engagement and enjoyment with an embodied social robot [29]. The inconsistency of results in previous studies may be due to the variety in approaches and measures used in studies and the absence of more advanced technologies and algorithms (e.g., AI) used to contextualize emotional responses and expressions from social robots and digital agents. The incremental benefits found in the affective computing domain gives emotion-based applications a potential place in service of early education.

FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION IN CHILDREN: The decision to incorporate facial expression recognition software was due to its non-invasiveness. Unlike other forms of automated sensing, such as physiological (bio)sensors, facial recognition software only requires standard computer equipment rather than wearables, making it relatively simple to deploy at scale. Facial expressions can be detected in children as young as 2 years of age [59] and the expressivity of children tends to increase when they are in a home environment [53]. When exploring previous studies on facial expression recognition for children, one industry concept using the Affectiva Affdex called 'Little Dragon' integrates emotion-based learning and a reading application, but no known publications have determined whether or not it’s effective for early readers. Additionally, in a study with children comparing an affect-aware system to a non-affect aware system, participants’ experienced significantly more enjoyment and excitement in the affect-aware system based on the facial expressions data that was directly input to the game logic [42], giving it potential as a new communication method between humans and computers. The core challenge in the creation of affect-aware educational software is to ensure that the experiential measures (e.g., engagement and enjoyment) and correlated with learning gains.

Design Concept

1- The Spelling Game

The spelling game is the educational aspect of the application and is designed to help children in elementary school learn to read and spell (Fig-1). It adapts the basic structure of a GUI in an existing tangible spelling application that implemented features like audio repetition, hint functions, phonological breakdown of words, and dynamic colour cues that call attention to immediate changes to the sound of the letter and letter combinations and have been validated in two studies [1,14,24,25]. The letter box area includes extra-large letter spacing and a cream background; a design decision that directly supports children with dyslexia [41,61]. A Helvetica font was selected for the main letters based on a recent fixation and readability study [48].

Gamification

The gamification elements within the spelling game stem from recent gaming studies optimized for visual selective attention, dyslexia, and motivation [17,26,31] and include a gamified “correct-word counter”, a “bonus counter”, and a count-down timer (Fig-1). The “correct-word counter” tracks the number of correctly spelled words in each session and stores the points for later use as food “treats” for sea creatures in the mini-game.

3 https://www.w3.org/WAI/RD/2012/text-customization/r11
The learning objective is for children to identify phonemic sounds and associated rules to spell words correctly. A gold treat counter acts a bonus mechanism and stores the number of times a child has correctly spelled five words in a row, upon which a "medicine" will be created, and can be used to restore the health of sea creatures in the mini-game (see Fig-3). The countdown timer resets daily to twenty-minutes and was selected because of the correlation between time and learning (i.e., brain plasticity) [16]. Once twenty-minutes of spelling play is complete, a random number of green "treats" and gold "medicine" are added to the reward counters, and the mini-game becomes accessible for play. Emphasizing time spent in the spelling game over accuracy increases the possibility that children will feel more encouraged to practice, and worry less about spelling each word correctly to gain access to the rewarding mini-game. The words in the spelling queue are categorized by English language phonological spelling rules (e.g., consonant-vowel-consonant) and the default words within each rule are based on Milne’s recommended list of beginner words for children with dyslexia, emphasizing high frequency or common words [40].

2- Empathic Agent
Most importantly, this spelling game implements an empathic digital agent that uses contextualized affective responses to help children cope with the frustration of learning a new skill [33,36]. We used an abstract representation of the empathic agent as people require very few cues to respond socially to media [47] and its flexible shape allows for exaggerated expressions of emotion in both the face and body. The system uses the Affectiva Affdex to interpret the emotional state through a child’s facial expression and uses pre-programmed, context-based verbal and nonverbal behaviours in response to their expressions. In all four contextual scenarios described below, the system will recognize happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and disgust per Ekman’s range of potential facial expressions [23]. The emotions displayed by the digital agent are based on the descriptions provided by Ekman and are limited to neutral, happy, fearful, and sad (Fig-2). Anger and disgust have been excluded from the digital agent’s range of emotion as they are typically viewed as negative expressions in the teaching environment.

CONTEXT-BASED SCENARIOS
Repeated mistakes
If the child is making repeated mistakes and gets three incorrect answers in a row, then the agent provides appropriate nonverbal signals (such as emotional expressions) and supportive verbal responses in a female child’s voice based on the affective state of the child. If a neutral or happy child who has made several errors in a row and continues to practice their spelling...
may feel supported if they receive short encouraging verbal messages from the empathic agent, like “I know you can do it. Try again!”. If the child expresses sadness, then the agent interprets this to mean the child is experiencing difficulty, and offers support by saying, “This one is really hard. Let’s figure it out together.” Disgust from a child, while rare, will signal the software to automatically change to a new word, and the empathic agent will say, “Let’s try a different word!” Anger expressed from a child making repeated mistakes will result in the empathic agent showing encouragement to take a break and come back later, “Sometimes learning new things is hard. We can take a break and try again later.”

Struggling while spelling a word
If a child is struggling to spell a word and is spending more than a minute in-between letter placements and the affective state of the child moves away from neutral or happy, then the empathic agent displays appropriate non-verbal signals. For example, if the system detects fear, the agent will use eye gaze to direct the child to an incorrect letter. Sadness or disgust in the child will trigger a non-verbal response from the agent of tilting its head. Finally, anger elicits a 2-second fear response from the agent and it runs off screen with intermittent peeking out from the edges to pretend to check if the child has returned to a non-angry state.

Distraction and inattention to the spelling game
After five minutes of non-use, the system will stop the timer and the agent will progressively inquire if the child will return to gameplay. After 21 minutes, the game moves to an inactive state.

Highly attentive
A child’s continued neutral or joyful state will be met with the agent taking a neutral or relaxed position, with small animations, such as eye blinking, to maintain a sense of presence and support. While one study has suggested that animation is distracting [11], it is hypothesized that children with dyslexia are significantly less sensitive to motion [13] and may not be distracted by the subtle animations of the agent in the background, thereby reducing disruptions to perceived flow.

3- The Mini-Game
The purpose of the mini-game is to provide additional motivation to learn to spell. Simple embedded gamification techniques inside the spelling game transfer into elements for use within the mini-game. As described in the Spelling Game above, the green earned points from correctly spelled words translate into available food “treats” for sea creatures. The gold “medicine” obtained from correctly spelling 5 words consecutively help cure sick sea creatures. A timer based on the accumulated time spent playing the spelling game will unlock new sea creatures at increasingly longer time intervals (20 minutes, 50 minutes, 110 minutes). The sea creatures themselves become badges, as each one represents the accumulated length of time a child has played the game. The ocean theme was selected to inspire curiosity and balance novelty with familiarity; elements often associated in engagement research [43]. The game is designed to elicit caring behaviour through the “feeding” and “curing” actions, which is reminiscent of games like Tamagotchi⁴ and Fantasy Forest⁵. Each sea

⁴ http://us.tamagotchifriends.com/
creature has a defined set of behaviours, e.g., differences in speed and movement, that helps the creatures reach the treats or medicine, and encourages children to think strategically about treat or medicine placement on the screen.

Methods
As emotion-based integrated learning is a relatively unexplored area, we will use a mixed methodological approach to determine if Sisu’s gamification and affective elements support learning gains. A comparative quasi-experimental independent measures study will be conducted with an Orton-Gillingham (OG) trained home tutor, who will install the game on child participants’ home computers and meet once a week for regularly scheduled thirty-minute sessions in addition to homework assigned using the Sisu application. This will ensure each child receives the same amount of instruction and no child is placed at risk of falling behind if the system does not work. 12-15 children aged 7-8 will be recruited from the OG tutor’s network of existing clients. Each child will be randomly allocated to one of three conditions: (1) spelling app with the mini-game, (2) a spelling app with the empathic agent, and (3) the spelling app with both the mini-game and empathic agent. Each week the tutor will teach each child two new spelling rules and six new words. At home, the child will continue to have access to the previously trained (learned) words and 12 additional untrained (new) words, and no restrictions will be set on the child regarding number of words or game play time. Parents or guardians will be asked to remind children to practice their spelling homework, but not to pressure or force learning sessions. Children will be asked to take a written spelling test at the beginning of the study with new words, at the end of the study with both learned and new words, as well as four weeks after the end of the study to make sure they have learned and retained the spelling rules. Data collection and analysis will quantitatively compare the spelling accuracy, duration of time spent in the spelling game, and document the categories of emotional responses.
Instances of facial expressions will be numerically logged, and the valence and arousal data from the Affectiva Affdex will be mapped against the time variable to understand emotional changes during the learning process. Parents will be asked to report how often and how they encouraged their children to practice (if at all) to account for variances in parenting styles. This process ensures the use of Evidence-Based Design (EBD), a method of utilizing multiple forms of evidence such as study data, prior literature, and expert opinions to inform the design process [55].

Discussion
Our mission is to create a low-cost solution that can be broadly distributed to a large group of English-language learners in elementary school who are struggling to read. We do not intend to replace tutors, rather to reduce the time children need to spend with tutors and increase the likelihood that they will continue to practice to spell at home. We chose a laptop with a keyboard as a primary hardware because it doesn’t require any unique equipment; this reduces the expense for parents who may already be burdened with paying outside tutors. Affectiva Affdex was selected because it’s non-invasive and only requires an integrated or external web camera. As Affectiva’s emotion recognition system becomes more sophisticated, our application can adapt as it uses Affectiva’s API as well as a common development platform, Unity3D. The empathic agent is fairly basic at the outset of this learning game and has limited dialogic capabilities, but future iterations of this system would grow the agent’s vocabulary and research ways to enhance the natural interactions experienced between the child and its digital agent. The animations for the digital agent is another opportunity for improvement, as more sophisticated expressions and subtle cues like gaze direction may be helpful in supporting the child as they learn to read. Limitations also exist in the spelling rules and word opportunities. At the moment only the simple consonant-vowel-consonant rule (e.g., bet) is active, and many additional rules need to be added for the learning program to be effective. Additionally, some words (e.g., though) in the English language still require memorization as the sounds in the letters don’t adhere to the 44-phonetic sound rules in the English language, which will not be addressed in this spelling program. Finally, recent studies have investigated the effects of video game play on the attentional abilities and spelling accuracy of children with dyslexia and found that 12-hours of action video game play improved children’s spelling. If the mini-game does not motivate children to practice daily, changing the type of game to an action-video game may demonstrate more motivational results.

Conclusion
The purpose for developing Sisu is to increase the accessibility of learning applications and provide struggling readers with the emotional and motivational support they need to overcome the hurdle of learning to spell and read. We aim to discover design and implementation guidelines for affective computing and gamified elements in early childhood learning, as the open question is not whether or not empathic agents and gamification will be useful, but rather how to implement these elements effectively to make applications engaging, reduce negative emotions and enhance learning outcomes. We hypothesize that combining affective and gamified elements may increase the duration of time spent learning (e.g.,
engagement) and improve spelling accuracy, which may result in fewer hours required with tutors, and expand the reach of specialized educational programs to more rural areas. Furthermore, if these elements are beneficial in early learning applications, essential design and implementation guidelines will be produced and may extend to other early educational programs.
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